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Abstract

Numerical linear algebra is one of the most important forms of scientific computation. The basic computations in

numerical linear algebra are matrix computations and linear systems solution. These computations are used as kernels

in many computational problems. This study demonstrates the parallelisation of these scientific computations using

multi-core programming frameworks. Specifically, the frameworks examined here are Pthreads, OpenMP, Intel Cilk

Plus, Intel TBB, SWARM, and FastFlow. A unified and exploratory performance evaluation and a qualitative study

of these frameworks are also presented for parallel scientific computations with several parameters. The OpenMP

and SWARM models produce good results running in parallel with compiler optimisation when implementing matrix

operations at large and medium scales, whereas the remaining models do not perform as well for some matrix op-

erations. The qualitative results show that the OpenMP, Cilk Plus, TBB, and SWARM frameworks require minimal

programming effort, whereas the other models require advanced programming skills and experience. Finally, based on

an extended study, general conclusions regarding the programming models and matrix operations for some parameters

were obtained.
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1. Introduction1

Scientific computing is a collection of quantitative methods and tools used to develop and solve mathematical2

models of a variety of scientific problems using a computer system [66]. Numerical linear algebra is one of the most3

important quantitative methods for scientific computing. The basic computations of numerical linear algebra are ma-4

trix computations (such as vector and matrix addition, dot product, outer product, matrix transpose, matrix-vector5

product, and matrix product) and solutions of linear systems (such as the direct Gaussian elimination method and the6

iterative Jacobi method), which are used as kernels in many computational problems such as computational statistics7

[34] and combinatorial optimisation [41, 68, 70]. To satisfy the heavy computational requirements of these methods,8

large-scale matrix computations use towers of software infrastructure such as BLAS/LAPACK [14], ScaLAPACK9

[20], and PLAPACK [69] running on cluster computing platforms. Recently, modern high-performance computer10

systems have been introduced, which can be classified into three categories. The first, multi-core platforms, integrate11

a few cores (from two to ten) on the same integrated circuit chip (die) in an effort to speed up execution of computation-12

ally intensive methods. The second, many-core platforms or general-purpose graphics processing units (GPUs), which13

consist of a large number of cores (as many as several hundred), are specifically oriented to maximizing execution14

throughput for parallel applications [29]. The third, reconfigurable platforms based on field-programmable gate ar-15

rays, are becoming important, especially when higher performance/power computation ratios are desired. Along with16

the introduction of these platforms, software projects such as Parallel Linear Algebra for Multi-core Architectures17

(PLASMA) [9] have been developed for multi-core machines and Matrix Algebra on GPU and Multicore Architec-18

tures (MAGMA) [9] for GPU platforms. Recent comparisons of these platforms have shown substantial architectural19

and performance differences for several application areas [18, 36, 40, 45, 71]. Therefore, this paper focusses on the20
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multi-core approach because it is the easiest way to speed up an application from the perspective of non-specialised21

developer. However, sequential implementation of linear algebra computations on a multi-core architecture will not22

improve performance because it cannot exploit the other cores that are available. Successful implementation of scien-23

tific computations on a multi-core machine can be achieved only through parallel (or multi-core) programming.24

The fundamental programming question on a multi-core platform is how to decompose a problem into several25

sub-problems and how to map these to cores with the goal of increasing performance. Moreover, programmers need26

to study and understand the hardware characteristics of the multi-core platform to write efficient parallel programs.27

For this reason, programming on multi-core processors is a more complex procedure than programming on sequential28

processors because application data in memory can be accessed by several entities called threads, which belong to29

the same program. For this reason some synchronisation between threads is necessary. Therefore, there is a need to30

bridge the gap between hardware and software applications to hide the hardware details from the programmers and31

enable them to write parallel programs with minimal programming effort. This has resulted in the introduction of32

several parallel programming models [29, 43] which simplify the parallelisation of linear algebra computations and33

other related applications on multi-core computers. However, these models differ significantly in their parallel design34

principles, abstraction levels, semantics, and syntax. Some popular models are POSIX threads (Pthreads for short)35

[25], OpenMP [3], Intel Cilk Plus [1], Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB for short) [2], SoftWare and Algorithms36

for Running on Multi-core (SWARM for short) [16], and FastFlow [10, 11]. These models are based on a small set of37

extensions to the C programming language and involve a relatively simple compilation phase and a potentially much38

more complex runtime system.39

Based on the various features and qualities of programming models, the question posed by programmers becomes:40

what is the appropriate parallel programming framework for implementing linear algebra computations on a multi-41

core system to achieve a balance between high programmer productivity (i.e., minimal programming effort) and high42

performance? Therefore, the contribution of this paper is a unified and systematic quantitative (i.e., performance-43

based) and qualitative (i.e., related to the ease of programming effort) comparison of all multi-core programming44

frameworks for implementing linear algebra computations based on simple parallelisation techniques. Finally, the45

authors believe that this work is important and interesting because this comparison may turn out to be very helpful for46

other programmers and scientists who are often faced with a variety of options for implementing projects.47

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, related work is discussed. In Section 3, an abstract48

multi-core system architecture is presented along with all the reviewed parallel programming frameworks, and in Sec-49

tion 4, parallelisation issues in implementing linear algebra computations are considered. In Section 5, a performance50

and qualitative evaluation of the reviewed parallel programming models for parallelising linear algebra operations is51

described. Finally, Section 6 presents conclusions.52

2. Related work53

In the research literature, several studies have evaluated various parallel programming models on multi-core plat-54

forms. Most of this research has compared parallel programming models from the performance point of view. How-55

ever, there has been little related work on comparing parallel programming models from the qualitative or productivity56

points of view.57

The research studies based on performance evaluation of different multi-core programming models can be organ-58

ised into four groups:59

1. Evaluation of a programming model to parallelise a specific problem. Research studies [51] and [53] evaluated60

the parallelisation performance of the Gaussian elimination and LU factorisation algorithms using the OpenMP61

programming model. The parallelisation of Gaussian elimination [51] was based on the data parallel approach,62

whereas the parallel implementation of the LU decomposition [53] was based on the pipeline approach. Zucker-63

man et al. [72] evaluated the performance of the parallel matrix multiplication kernel using a high-performance64

M:N threading library, Microthread, and showed its efficiency with regard to the well-known Intel Math Kernel65

Library (IMKL). Runger et al. [63] presented a parallel optimised library for dense matrix multiplication on a66

multi-core platform. This implementation was based on a recursive approach and was compared with efficient67

libraries such as GotoBLAS, IMKL, and AMD Core Math Library (AMCL). Finally, Michailidis et al. [55]68

studied the performance of the pipeline approach in the OpenMP model for parallelisation of the Gauss-Jordan69
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algorithm for solving systems of linear equations. The performance results were compared to the performance70

of two other naive parallel approaches, row block and row cyclic distribution.71

2. Evaluation of a programming model to parallelise a set of problems. Michailidis et al. [54] presented perfor-72

mance results for the OpenMP model in the parallelisation of two important matrix computations, matrix-vector73

product and matrix multiplication. These parallelisations were based on a simple parallel data technique. But-74

tari et al. [23, 24] developed the PLASMA library for implementing certain linear algebra operations on a75

multi-core platform using the title algorithms.76

3. Evaluation of a few programming models to parallelise a specific problem. Li [47] evaluated the performance77

of a high-performance sparse LU factorisation algorithm on several representative multi-core machines using78

the Pthreads and MPI programming models. Aldinucci et al. [12] demonstrated a parallel implementation of79

the Smith-Waterman bio-informatics algorithm using Cilk, OpenMP, Intel TBB, and FastFlow. They found80

experimentally that the FastFlow model performed better than the other three models. Finally, Kegel et al.81

[44] analysed and compared three programming models, Pthreads, OpenMP, and Intel TBB, for parallelising a82

real-world medical imaging application.83

4. Evaluation of a few programming models to parallelise a small set of problems. Marowka [49] presented a84

comparative study of OpenMP and TBB micro-benchmarks to study parallelisation overheads on a dual-core85

machine with two different compilers, the Intel compiler and Microsoft Visual Studio C++. The design of86

the TBB micro-benchmark followed the design methodology of the OpenMP EPCC micro-benchmarks [22].87

Ayguade et al. [15] analysed the performance of six algorithms, including the sparseLU and Strassen algo-88

rithms, using OpenMP, Intel task queues, and Intel Cilk programming models. Kurzak et al. [46] implemented89

matrix factorisation algorithms such as Cholesky factorisation, QR factorisation, and LU factorisation on multi-90

core processors using multi-thread programming tools such as Cilk and SMPSs. These implementations were91

based on tiling algorithms. Podobas et al. [59] presented a quantitative study comparing three task-based92

parallel programming models, OpenMP, Intel Cilk Plus, and Wool [31], for a small set of micro-benchmarks93

including the SparseLU and Strassen algorithms. This performance evaluation took into consideration the cost94

of creating and joining tasks. Ravela et al. [61] studied the performance of the Pthreads, OpenMP, Intel Cilk95

Plus, and Intel TBB programming models for a set of scientific computing benchmarks such as matrix multi-96

plication, Jacobi iteration, and Laplace heat distribution. Furthermore, this study considered the development97

time required to parallelise these benchmarks. Sanchez et al. [65] undertook a comparative evaluation of the98

OpenMP, Intel TBB, Intel ArBB, and CUDA models for parallel implementations of four problems (including99

matrix multiplication) on five shared memory platforms. Note that the Intel ArBB model combines multi-core100

parallel threads and SIMD features with a simpler programming model, whereas the CUDA model exploits the101

SIMD features of the GPU hardware. Finally, Ali et al. [13] presented a performance study of OpenMP, Intel102

TBB, and OpenCL for five benchmark applications (including matrix multiplication and LU decomposition) on103

a CPU multi-core platform. This study took into consideration the compiler optimisation, overhead, and scal-104

ability of these frameworks. The OpenCL framework is a standard API (Application Programming Interface),105

which focusses on programming for multi-core processors except for GPU hardware.106

Note that other research papers have compared various parallel programming frameworks on a multi-core platform107

for several applications. For example, [52] compared OpenMP, Cilk Plus, Intel TBB, and OpenCL for implementing a108

2D/3D image registration algorithm. Furthermore, Shekhar et al. [27] compared three popular programming models109

(OpenMP, GCD, and Pthreads) for parallelising face detection and automatic speech recognition. However, few110

studies have focussed on a qualitative comparison of parallel programming models. Earlier works such as [42, 67]111

evaluated programming effort and usability for two parallel programming models, OpenMP and MPI. In addition,112

Ali et al. [13] presented a qualitative comparison of three models, OpenMP, Intel TBB, and OpenCL, for a set of113

applications including matrix multiplication. This comparison was based on two software engineering criteria: time114

in weeks for learning and mapping each application into the corresponding framework by the user, and the number of115

lines of code for each parallelised application using these models. Finally, Kegel et al. [44] analysed the number of116

lines of code for a parallelised medical imaging application using the Pthreads, OpenMP, and TBB models.117

Other studies [56, 57, 58] have presented a preliminary experimental and qualitative study of programming models118

and matrix operations for a limited set of performance parameters. These studies looked at performance as a function119

of the number of cores without considering several compiler optimisation options or problem scalability, whereas the120
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qualitative study was limited to an analysis of the number of lines of code required to parallelise matrix operations.121

Type of comparison - Method 1:1 1:F F:1 F:F

Performance evaluation +++ +++ +++ +++

Qualitative evaluation - - - - - - - - - +

Performance and Qualitative eval. - - - - - - + +

Table 1: Summary of related work for given different evaluation techniques of multi-core programming models for three types of comparison

[Note: left of the (:) means one (1) or few (F) programming models and right means one (1) or few (F) problems, Notation of scale: +++ means

relatively high research activity, - - - means relatively low research activity]

Table 1 compares the research studies for the four different evaluation techniques for multi-core programming122

models and considers whether each is a performance evaluation, a qualitative evaluation, or both. From the table, it is123

clear that no systematic and unified study or comparison can be made from the quantitative or qualitative point of view.124

Furthermore, these research studies compared only a limited number programming models, i.e., two or three, for a125

limited set of scientific computing problems. Moreover, most studies were either quantitative or qualitative, although126

a few have combined these two types of comparison, but at limited depth. For this reason, the present paper differs127

from previous research because it presents a unified and extensive quantitative and qualitative comparison of a larger128

number of multi-core programming models for a larger set of linear algebra applications. The quantitative portion129

of this work considers performance with compiler optimisation and problem scalability. Furthermore, the qualitative130

comparison of models in this paper extends to other software engineering criteria, except for the number of lines of131

code, as discussed later.132

3. Multi-core architecture and programming models133

This section presents an abstract computational model for a multi-core architecture and a short review of the134

multi-core programming models evaluated in this paper.135

A typical multi-core system ([50], p. 45) consists of a finite number of identical processing cores integrated on a136

single chip. Each processing core has its own private L1 cache memory and shares the L2 cache memory with other137

cores. In such a design, the bandwidth between the L2 cache and main memory is shared by all the processing cores138

[16, 50]. Multi-core examples are the IBM Power8 architecture [5], the Intel Xeon processors [7], and the AMD139

Opteron/AMD FX family [4].140

The parallel programming model is used to develop parallel applications on the multi-core system. This model141

is an abstraction of the multi-core computer system architecture [29]. The following describes the main parallel142

programming models using a small set of features: implementation of the programming model, workload partitioning,143

synchronisation, and parallel programming constructs or patterns. The first three features were selected to constitute144

a full list of criteria [43], and the fourth feature was inspired by [50]. The programming model implementation is145

concerned with how parallelism capabilities are made available to programmers, for example, through thread libraries,146

template libraries, compiler directives, and language extensions. Workload partitioning is concerned with how data or147

workloads are partitioned into small chunks. Workload partitioning can be done either explicitly (data are partitioned148

manually by programmers) or implicitly (the programmers specify only which parts of the code can be processed in149

parallel, and the partitioning is realised automatically by the programming model). Synchronisation is concerned with150

the time sequence in which threads or tasks access shared data. Synchronisation can be done either explicitly (the151

programmers are responsible for writing code for thread management to provide conflict-free access to shared data)152

or implicitly (no programming effort is required from the programmers, and synchronisation constructs are available).153

The fourth feature of parallel programming constructs or patterns involves those patterns that are valuable building154

blocks and how they are used in the design and implementation of parallel algorithms. Common and representative155

parallel patterns used in parallel programming are the fork-join pattern, the map pattern, the reduction pattern, the scan156

pattern, and the pipeline pattern [50]. In the fork-join pattern, the master thread creates several multiple threads that157

execute concurrently until they synchronise with the master thread at the end of execution. The map pattern applies a158

function or operation concurrently to every element of a data structure or a set of data structures with the same shape159

and usually creates a new data structure (or set of data structures) with the same shape as the input. The reduction160
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pattern applies an associative operation to all the elements of a data structure, reducing it to a single element. The161

scan pattern calculates all partial reductions of a data structure. The pipeline pattern consists of a linear sequence of162

tasks or threads and works as a producer-consumer relationship. Data flow through the pipeline from the first task to163

the last task. Each task implements one stage of the pipeline and performs a transformation on the output data of its164

predecessor. All these patterns are supported directly in one or more of the programming models discussed in this165

paper, or they can be implemented using other features if the patterns are not supported directly. The ”from the inside”166

implementation details of these patterns are discussed in [50].167

3.1. Multi-core programming frameworks168

In this paper, the representative multi-core programming frameworks described below were included for three169

reasons. First, these frameworks were selected to cover a variety of options for most features of programming models,170

as discussed above. Second, these programming models were selected to cover a range of levels of programming171

abstraction for parallelism. This range of levels of abstraction helps to evaluate the programming effort required by172

each programming framework in a fair way. Finally, only frameworks that are used frequently by many programmers,173

especially for small multi-core platforms rather than many-core platforms, were considered. This approach ensured174

that quantitative and qualitative comparison of the multi-core programming frameworks was homogeneous.175

Pthreads [25] is a common portable API and low-level thread library. The Pthreads library provides explicit176

low-level functions for creating and destroying threads and for coordinating threads using several synchronisation177

mechanisms. Finally, this model directly supports the fork-join programming construct.178

OpenMP [3] is a very popular and portable API which uses implicit compiler directives to define parallelism179

or implicit data partitioning of for loops, work sharing, and synchronisation. OpenMP also provides some library180

functions for accessing the runtime environment. OpenMP supports the map and reduction patterns directly using181

compiler directives.182

The Intel Cilk Plus [1] language is based on technology from Cilk [21], a parallel programming model for the C183

language. The Cilk Plus language provides keywords for implicit data partitioning or loop parallelism and implicit184

synchronisation. Finally, Cilk Plus supports the fork-join, map, and reduction patterns directly using keywords.185

Intel TBB [2] is an open-source template library that offers a rich methodology for expressing regular and irregular186

parallelism in C++ programs. This template library consists of data structures or containers and algorithms that187

abstract the use of native threading packages in which individual execution threads are created, synchronised, and188

terminated manually. TBB emphasises an implicit data parallel programming model, enabling multiple threads to189

work on different parts of a data collection and enabling scalability to many cores. Moreover, TBB provides direct190

template functions for a variety of parallel patterns, including fork-join, map, reduction, scan, and pipeline.191

SWARM [16] is an open-source parallel programming library. This library provides basic primitives for paralleli-192

sation, restricting control of threads, allocation and de-allocation of shared memory, and communication primitives193

for synchronisation, replication, and broadcasting. SWARM also supports the map, reduction, and scan patterns using194

implicit primitives.195

FastFlow [10, 11] is an open-source, C++ template-based parallel programming framework for developing effi-196

cient applications for multi-core computers. FastFlow is conceptually designed as a stack of layers that progressively197

abstract the shared memory parallelism at the core level up to the definition programming constructs supported by198

structured parallel programming on shared-memory multi-core platforms. FastFlow provides programmers with a set199

of patterns implemented as C++ templates: farm, farm with feedback, and pipeline patterns, as well as their arbi-200

trary nesting and composition. On the other hand, the map pattern is not supported directly in FastFlow, but can be201

implemented using the task-farm parallel pattern, as will be discussed later.202

Table 2 summarises the features of the multi-core programming models discussed in this paper.203

4. Parallel numerical and scientific computations204

This section presents a set of basic scientific computations from numerical linear algebra (matrix computations205

and solving linear systems) and discusses general guidelines for parallelising these operations using parallel patterns206

irrespective of the parallel programming model used. Finally, several parallel programming models (as mentioned in207

Section 3) for parallelising scientific computations are also discussed.208
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Feature - Model Pthreads OpenMP Cilk Plus TBB SWARM FastFlow

Implementation Library Compiler Language Library Library Library

Data Partitioning Explicit Implicit Implicit Implicit Implicit Explicit

Synchronization Explicit Implicit Implicit Implicit Implicit Explicit

Parallel patterns fork-join fork-join fork-join fork-join map farm

map map map reduction pipe

reduction reduction reduction scan

scan

pipe

Table 2: Features of multi-core programming models

4.1. Matrix computations and related methods209

Table 3 presents the matrix computations and related methods used to evaluate the multi-core programming frame-210

works. Note that the size of the vectors is n elements, whereas the size of the matrices is n × n elements. In addition,211

computation is measured by the number of floating-point operations, whereas memory is measured by the number212

of memory references (load/store operations). Furthermore, standard algorithms are used to measure computation213

operations and memory references for matrix computations, as shown in Table 3.214

Matrix computations

Computational kernel Operation Computation Memory

Vector addition ci = ai + bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n n 3n

Inner or dot product z = xT · y =
∑n

i=1 xi · yi 2n 2n + 1

Matrix addition ci j = ai j + bi j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n n2 3n2

Outer product zi j = x · yT = xi · y j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n n2 n2 + 2n

Matrix - vector product yi =
∑n

j=1 ai jx j, 1 ≤ i ≤ n 2n2 n2 + 3n

Matrix transpose aT
ji
= ai j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n n2 2n2

Matrix product ci j =
∑n

k=1 aik · bk j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n 2n3 3n2

Solving linear systems

Computational kernel Operation Computation Memory

division: lik = ak
ik
/ak

kk
, k + 1 ≤ i ≤ n

Gaussian elimination elimination: ak+1
i j
= ak

i j
− likak

k j
2
3
n3 n3 + n2

bk+1
i
= bk

i
− likbk

k
, k ≤ i, j ≤ n

Jacobi method x
(k)

i
= 1

ai,i
(bi − Σ j,iai, jx

(k−1)

j
), 1 ≤ i ≤ n 4n2 k(n2 + 3n)

Table 3: Some matrix computations and related methods

To achieve a fair comparison of multi-core programming models for implementing linear algebra computations,215

the matrix operations and related methods listed in the table were chosen based on the following criteria. First,216

these computations are used by most computational scientists as representative kernels in many important application217

domains such as computational statistics [34], combinatorial optimisation [41, 68, 70], and machine learning [26, 39].218

Second, these computations were included to cover a range of ratios of computations to memory references, from219

low to high. Third, these computations cover different programming levels from easy to difficult from the coding220

perspective to evaluate model programmability. Finally, given that six programming models were studied, it was221

important to limit the amount of time spent on each method and operation.222

Except from the standard algorithms, there are alternative methods for calculating a matrix product, which require223

fewer arithmetic operations by using the divide and conquer technique. Strassen’s method and one of its variants, that224

of Winograd and Coppersmith, were the first of these algorithms and have an asymptotic complexity of O(n2.807) and225

O(n2.376) respectively [28, 35]. Furthermore, interesting research has been performed on cache-oblivious algorithms,226

which analyse cache complexity for linear algebra operations like matrix transpose, matrix product, and Gaussian227
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elimination [32, 33]. Finally, there are matrix-vector product algorithms, which take O(n log n) time using the fast228

Fourier transform (FFT) family of algorithms [35].229

Matrix operations such as matrix transpose, matrix product, and Gaussian elimination can be implemented ef-230

fectively on a computer with caches using tiling (or blocking) techniques [35] to increase memory access efficiency.231

These tiling techniques have been implemented for some linear algebra operations in the popular LAPACK [14] and232

PLASMA software packages [9]. Another optimised BLAS library, GotoBLAS [37], elaborately identifies tiles in233

a matrix. GotoBLAS optimises matrix multiplication and increases memory access efficiency further by copying234

the most frequently used data into contiguous memory locations to reduce translation look-aside buffer (TLB) table235

misses, an issue that results in significant performance degradation, but is generally not addressed by other BLAS236

routines. Finally, there are Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL) versions of BLAS and LAPACK [6], which use the Intel237

architecture’s SSE instruction extensions heavily to perform matrix computations in the SIMD mode.238

Likewise, there are two categories of methods for solving linear systems: direct methods (i.e., Gaussian elim-239

ination and the Gauss-Jordan method) [60] and iterative methods (i.e., Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, and successive over-240

relaxation) [17]. The choice of solution method for a linear system depends on its structure and size. Roughly241

speaking, direct methods are best for small and full (dense) matrices, whereas iterative methods are best for very large242

and sparse matrices. Furthermore, some important pivoting strategies are used in Gaussian elimination, such as full243

pivoting, column pivoting, row pivoting, and no pivoting [60]. For some classes of matrices, such as diagonally dom-244

inant matrices, no pivoting is required. For this research, the commonly used method for each category was selected,245

i.e., the direct Gaussian elimination method with no pivoting and the Jacobi iterative method.246

This paper focusses on standard algorithms for matrix computations and related methods, as shown in Table 3,247

for the following reasons. First, standard algorithms were selected to keep the same algorithmic and implementation248

style for all multi-core programming models by the greatest number of programmers. In this way, a fair qualitative249

comparison of the programming models implementing advanced algorithmic techniques was ensured. Implementation250

of advanced algorithmic techniques can lead to different codes by programmers with different levels of experience,251

and qualitative comparison of these programming models may not produce meaningful conclusions. Second, these252

algorithms for matrix computations and related methods were implemented so that the parallelisation approaches253

would be comparable and have the same structure, simplicity, and portability for all multi-core programming models.254

Finally, the present study focusses on ordinary algorithms and simple parallelisation techniques from the perspective255

of a moderately experienced programmer. These reasons were taken into account so that the multi-core programming256

models could be compared in a homogeneous way.257

4.2. Parallelisation using parallel patterns258

A brief description of the parallelisation of matrix computations and related methods in terms of parallel patterns259

is given below.260

Consider the vector addition c = a+b. Each output element of vector c in a vector addition operation is independent261

of all other elements, and therefore the serial loop can be parallelised using the map parallel pattern. In this case, the262

map pattern applies the addition operation to each element of vectors a and b. This operation applies as many times263

as there are elements in vectors a and b.264

Consider the dot product z = xT · y. The dot product operation has a loop-carried dependency, and therefore it265

cannot be parallelised. For this reason, the serial kernel operation is reorganised so that each loop iteration calculates266

an initial pairwise product, and at the end of the loop, these products are summed. This modified kernel can be267

parallelised using the map parallel pattern combined with a reduction pattern. In this case, the map pattern applies the268

initial product to each element of vectors x and y, and the reduction pattern applies the summation of the corresponding269

products.270

Consider the matrix addition C = A + B. Each element of the output matrix C computed in a matrix addition271

operation is independent of all other elements, and the serial double loop can be parallelised at the coarse-grained272

level by applying the map pattern to the outer loop. In this case, the map pattern applies the addition operation to each273

row of matrices A and B. This procedure applies as many times as there are rows in matrix A.274

Consider the outer product Z = x·yT . Each element of the output matrix Z computed for an outer product operation275

is independent of all other elements, and therefore the serial double loop can be parallelised at the coarse-grained level276

by applying the map pattern to the outer loop. In this case, the map pattern applies the product operation between an277

element of vector x and the entire vector y. This procedure applies as many times as there are elements in vector x.278
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Consider the matrix-vector product y = Ax. Each output element of vector y for the matrix-vector product is279

considered as the computation of the dot product between a row of matrix A and vector x. All output elements of280

vector y are calculated independently, and therefore the serial double loop can be parallelised by applying the map281

pattern to the outer loop. In this case, the map pattern applies the dot product operation between a row of matrix A282

and vector x. This procedure applies as many times as there are rows in matrix A.283

Consider the matrix transpose AT = A. Each column of the transposed matrix AT in a matrix transpose operation284

is considered to be a redistribution of the elements of a row in matrix A. All columns of matrix AT are calculated285

independently, and therefore this serial double loop can be parallelised by applying the map pattern to the outer loop.286

In this case, the map pattern redistributes the elements of a row of matrix A. This procedure applies as many times as287

there are rows in matrix A.288

Consider the matrix product C = AB. Each row of the output matrix C of a matrix product operation can be289

calculated as the product between a row of matrix A and the whole matrix B. Therefore, the serial triple loop can be290

parallelised at the coarse-grained level by applying the map pattern to the first outer loop. This procedure applies as291

many times as there are rows in matrix A.292

The Gaussian elimination operation is a direct method for solving dense linear systems of equations such as293

Ax = b, where A is a known non-singular n × n matrix with non-zero diagonal entries, b is the right-hand side, and294

x is the vector of unknowns. This discussion will focus only on the computational part of Gaussian elimination,295

which transforms the matrix A into triangular form with an accompanying update of the right-hand side, so that the296

solution of the system is straightforward by a triangular solution method. Each step k of Gaussian elimination requires297

a division operation followed by n − k elimination operations, as shown in Table 3. These division and elimination298

operations can be parallelised by applying the map pattern to the corresponding for loops. In this case, the map pattern299

of the division operation applies the division operation to each element of a column of matrix A, whereas the map300

pattern of the elimination operation applies the elimination operations to each row of matrix A and the corresponding301

element of vector b. This procedure applies as many times as there are rows in matrix A. Note that at the end of302

the division operation and the elimination phase of step k, there is a synchronisation barrier. This synchronisation is303

necessary so that the operations of the current elimination step are completed before the start of the next elimination304

step [19].305

The Jacobi method is an iterative method for solving linear systems and can be expressed as an iterative scheme306

consisting of a serial matrix-vector product followed by a solution vector update. Therefore, parallelisation of the307

Jacobi method corresponds to parallelisation of the matrix-vector product using the map pattern, as discussed earlier.308

4.3. Parallel implementation issues309

When parallelising the linear algebra operations described above on a multi-core system, a simple block partition-310

ing technique was used to increase the amount of work per thread. More specifically, scientific computations that use311

vectors partition a vector into blocks of equal size, i.e., ⌈n/p⌉ (where n is the number of elements in the vector and p is312

the number of cores), so that each core operates on a block of ⌈n/p⌉ elements. On the other hand, linear algebra oper-313

ations that use matrices partition a matrix into blocks of rows of equal size, i.e., ⌈n/p⌉, so that each core operates on a314

block of rows. In other words, parallelisation of linear algebra operations that use vectors is based on parallelisation of315

a for loop, whereas parallelisation of linear algebra operations that use matrices is based on parallelisation only of the316

outer for loop. Details of how the map and reduction patterns and the synchronisation barrier are expressed in several317

parallel programming models for parallelising linear algebra operations are presented below. Note that only moderate318

programming expertise is required to implement the linear algebra methods because only simple code is written and319

the built-in high-level programming constructs provided by each model can be used.320

There are no built-in constructs for expressing map and reduction patterns such as the synchronisation barrier in321

the Pthreads model. For this reason, corresponding codes for implementing these map and reduction patterns and322

the barrier had to be written. To implement a map pattern with Pthreads, a number of threads are launched by call-323

ing the pthread create function, which passes two parameters: a function pointer and a pointer to that function’s324

arguments. The call to function pthread create creates a thread that runs the function and passes the specified325

arguments to it (such as thread rank and data structures) [44]. For parallel implementation of the corresponding linear326

algebra operation, a corresponding function was created that embraces the original serial body code of the correspond-327

ing linear operation, but the bounds of the loop were modified so that each thread works on its own local data block.328
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The bounds of the loop are based on thread rank as follows: each thread works on its own block of data b = ⌈n/p⌉,329

which ranges from rank × b to (rank + 1) × b. Finally, the threads are synchronised at the end of the calculation330

by calling the pthread join function. To implement a reduction pattern with Pthreads, the low-level explicit syn-331

chronisation function pthread mutex lock was used. To express the barrier in the Pthreads model, a linear barrier332

was implemented as an individual function using the functions pthread mutex lock, pthread mutex unlock,333

pthread cond broadcast, and pthread cond wait.334

The map and reduction patterns can be expressed in the OpenMP model using the built-in constructs #pragma omp335

parallel for and #pragma omp reduction. The code following the #pragma omp parallel for a compiler336

directive (i.e., the parallel region) is run by a number of parallel threads, and loop iterations are distributed to threads337

executing in the parallel region. At the end of the loop, there is an implicit barrier. Moreover, distribution of loop338

iterations to threads is done by an OpenMP scheduling strategy. OpenMP supports various scheduling strategies339

specified by the schedule clause. In this case, no strategy was specified in the schedule clause, and therefore the340

OpenMP model created evenly sized blocks of loop iterations for all threads in the parallel region. The #pragma omp341

reduction clause implements an automatic parallel reduction of the variables that appear in its list with a predefined342

associative operator. To implement the sum reduction in the dot product operation, a combine operator (addition) was343

specified. Finally, the built-in #pragma omp barrier was not used to define a synchronisation barrier because there344

is an implicit barrier at the end of the parallel for loop.345

Cilk’s cilk for and reducer opadd keywords perform map and reduction patterns respectively. The cilk for346

keyword processes loops in parallel and divides each loop into equal-sized blocks containing one or more loop iter-347

ations. Each block is executed serially and is spawned as a block during loop execution. The maximum number of348

iterations in each block is the grain size. The #pragma cilk grainsize clause was also introduced at the begin-349

ning of the loop, and the grain size for one loop was specified as ⌈n/p⌉ according to the proposed data partitioning350

strategy. Moreover, implementation of the cilk for construct is based on a recursive fork-join model, which spreads351

the overhead of managing the map over multiple threads. Finally, the reduction pattern can be expressed in Cilk Plus352

by a hyperobject. This hyperobject is a reducer, which eliminates contention for shared variables among tasks by353

automatically creating views of them for each task and reducing them back to a shared value after task completion.354

Cilk’s reducers work for any operation that can be re-associated. To implement the sum reduction, the hyperobject355

reducer opadd was used. Finally, the synchronisation barrier in this model was implemented by an implicit barrier356

at the end of cilk for.357

The map and reduction patterns can be implemented in TBB using the built-in template functions parallel for358

and parallel reduce respectively. To parallelise linear algebra computations with the TBB model, the original outer359

loop was replaced by a call to the parallel for template function to execute loops in parallel. The parallel for360

template function requires two arguments: the loop’s iteration space information and a lambda function. This function361

partitions the iteration space into subspaces and applies the lambda function to each subspace in parallel. The iteration362

space is defined by three parameters: the lower bound, the upper bound, and the optional increment. The lambda363

function is a new feature introduced by the C++11 standard and is widely supported in C++ compilers. The lambda364

function is an alternative way to create the equivalent function object, which would otherwise be written by hand.365

The lambda function has three parts: the capture part, a parameter list, and the function definition. The capture part366

describes how to capture local variables outside the lambda, i.e., by value or by reference. The argument list takes367

an argument of type blocked range<T>, which defines an iteration range. The function definition takes the original368

loop or code of the corresponding linear algebra method; the loop’s iteration bounds are specified dynamically by369

the argument passed to the lambda function [50, 44, 62]. Finally, the reduction pattern can be expressed using the370

template function parallel reduce, which performs a parallel reduction over a recursive range. This template371

function has two forms: the functional form is designed to be easy to use in conjunction with lambda expressions,372

and the imperative form is designed to minimise data copying. Here, the functional form of reduce was used, which373

requires four arguments: the iteration space as in parallel for, the identity element of type T, e.g., double, a374

functor provided by the user for the serial reduction, and finally a binary operator reduction to combine the results of375

the user functor, e.g., plus<double> for summation of double elements [50].376

The map and reduction patterns can be expressed in SWARM using the built-in constructs SWARM pardo and377

SWARM reduce respectively. To implement linear algebra methods in the SWARM framework, the original outer for378

loop was replaced by a SWARM pardo construct for executing loops concurrently on one or more processing cores.379

This simple construct implicitly partitions the loop among the cores without the need for coordinating overheads380
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such as synchronisation of communication between cores. Moreover, the sum reduction was replaced by a function381

SWARM reduce, which is used to add values calculated by different threads. This function requires three arguments:382

the local variable of each thread, the predefined reduction operator (e.g., SUM) that is performed on these variables, and383

a built-in structure THREADED that contains all the required information for the particular thread. Finally, the function384

SWARM Barrier sync was used to express the synchronisation barrier.385

The FastFlow model does not provide ready-to-use constructs for the map and reduction patterns, and therefore386

code had to be written to implement these patterns explicitly using other features such as an accelerator with the farm387

template and spinlocks. To parallelise linear algebra methods for the map pattern, the FastFlow accelerator was used,388

which is a software device that can be used to speed up skeleton structured portions of code using the cores left unused389

by the main application. In other words, FastFlow accelerates particular computations by using a skeleton program,390

offloading to it the tasks to be computed. For this reason, a skeleton program was written using the FastFlow skeletons391

(i.e., the farm template), which computes the tasks that will be given to the accelerator. This skeleton program, when392

used to program the accelerator, must have an input stream, which is used to offload tasks to the accelerator. Then the393

skeleton program must be run using a method such as run then freeze(). This method will start the accelerator394

skeleton program, consuming the input stream items either to produce output stream items or to consolidate (partial)395

results in memory [10, 11]. Finally, a new class task was created for each linear algebra method, with members396

corresponding to the variables that are outside the scope of the loop to be parallelised. The class must overload the397

function task method, and it takes an argument such as task rank. The method’s body takes the original outer loop or398

code of the corresponding linear algebra method; the loop’s iteration bounds are based on task rank by the argument399

passed to the function task method, so that each task works on its own block of data. Moreover, to implement the400

reduction pattern with FastFlow, the low-level explicit synchronisation function spin lock was used. Finally, the401

FastFlow method wait() was used to express the synchronisation barrier.402

5. Quantitative and qualitative results403

This section presents the results of an extensive quantitative and qualitative evaluation performed to gain insight404

into the practical behaviour of each of the reviewed programming models used to implement the scientific computa-405

tions.406

5.1. Quantitative comparison407

For quantitative or performance comparison, computational experiments were performed. The experiments were408

run on a Dual Opteron 6128 CPU with eight processor cores (16 cores total), a 2.0 GHz clock speed, and 16 GB of409

memory under Ubuntu Linux 10.04 LTS. During all experiments, this machine was in exclusive use by this research410

project. The implementations of the serial and multi-thread algorithms for the nine linear algebra operations were411

developed in the ANSI C/C++ programming language for all the reviewed multi-core programming models. To412

compile the multi-thread programs, the Intel C/C++ compiler version 13.0, i.e., icc, icpc, was used because it is a413

very widely used compiler.414

The quantitative evaluation was organised into two parts:415

1. Examination of the parallel performance (in terms of execution time) of the linear algebra methods for all the416

reviewed multi-core programming models. More specifically, performance was examined in two ways: (a) as417

a fixed-size problem with increasing number of cores, and (b) with a fixed number of cores where the matrices418

or problems increase in size. Moreover, the optimal performance of each computational kernel was examined419

against the programming model. These performance tests used parallelisations of the optimised sequential420

implementations.421

2. Examination of the overall performance of all the reviewed programming models as a function of number of422

cores and of matrix size.423

A set of randomly generated input matrices and vectors with sizes ranging from 1024 × 1024 to 7168 × 7168424

in double-precision format was used to evaluate the performance of the multi-thread linear algebra methods. The425

elements of the generated input matrices for the matrix computations were chosen from a uniform distribution on the426

interval (0.0, 100.0), whereas the input matrices for the methods for solving linear systems were created to be strictly427
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row-diagonal dominant. For experimental comparison of the results, the dense and sparse matrices can be used as test428

cases for all matrix computations and related methods, but this study focusses on dense matrices, which serves the429

goals of this paper.430

To assess the performance of the multi-thread linear algebra methods for all programming models, practical exe-431

cution time was used as a measure. The practical execution time is the total time that a multi-thread algorithm takes to432

complete a computation. The execution time is obtained by calling the C function gettimeofday() and is measured433

in seconds. To decrease random variation, the execution time was measured as an average of ten runs. A models434

performance for each computational kernel was calculated using the relation435

BT (model)t

T (model)i
× 100, i = 1, 2, . . . , 9 (1)

where BT (model)t is the best execution time for a specific computational kernel for all six models and T (model)i is the436

execution time of model i for the same computational kernel. The best time was then set equal to 100%. To calculate437

the overall performance for each model for each combination of matrix size and number of cores, the percentage438

values for all computational kernels were added up, and the sum was divided by the total number of computational439

kernels, i.e., nine. Finally, the highest percentage corresponded to the best overall performance.440

The figures following this section use data extracted from the parallel performance experiments. These figures are441

performance graphs for all computational kernels using all programming models. Note that the performance results442

are based on parallelisation of the optimised sequential implementations with flag O2, which includes vectorisation.443

Figure 1 (or Tables 10-18 in the appendix) presents the execution times for all computational kernels as a function of444

the number of cores for a fixed matrix size of 7168, whereas Figure 2 (or Tables 28-36 in the appendix) presents the445

execution times for all computational kernels as a function of problem size for a fixed number of cores (16). Note446

that time on the y-axis in Figures 1 and 2 has a logarithmic scale. Figure 1 includes a line for the serial execution447

time, which is the time taken by a pure C sequential program. Finally, the tables also report the bootstrap confidence448

intervals of the mean execution time for all computational kernels.449

From the graphs in Figure 1, it is clear that there was little overhead for the programming models on a single450

core, except for the vector addition and dot product operations. The vector addition and dot product operations had451

the greatest overheads for all programming models and all numbers of cores because of the limited amount of par-452

allelisable work available. Pthreads, Cilk Plus, TBB, and FastFlow incurred some overhead for all linear algebra453

methods (except for vector addition and dot product) on a single core, but all six multi-core implementations showed454

identical performance with few exceptions when multiple cores were used. This overhead was due to use of the455

pthread create and pthread join functions in the Pthreads model to create and terminate threads, use of auto-456

matic partitioning of the parallel for template function in the TBB model, which incurs an overhead cost for every457

chunk of work that it schedules, use of the cilk for construct in the Cilk Plus model, which is based on the recursive458

fork-join model, and the implicit barrier at the end of the loop and the use of additional internal synchronisation mech-459

anisms in the FastFlow model to manage tasks. Note that a partitioner was not declared in the third optional argument460

of the parallel for function of the TBB model, and therefore TBB used automatic partitioning. The OpenMP and461

SWARM implementations of the other seven linear algebra methods (except for vector addition and dot product) had462

very little overhead for one core and scaled best for all numbers of cores. Note that for the matrix product operation,463

no overhead cost was incurred for any of the programming models.464

Furthermore, from the graphs in Figure 1, the execution time of all programming models for all computational ker-465

nels decreased as the number of cores increased, with the exception of the vector addition and dot product operations.466

More specifically, the execution times of the matrix addition, outer product, matrix-vector product, matrix product,467

Gaussian elimination, and Jacobi operations decreased significantly compared to the execution time of the matrix468

transpose operation. The limited rate of decrease in the execution time of the matrix transpose operation occurred469

because this operation has poor spatial locality and scans the matrix column by column instead of row by row, leading470

to a higher cache miss rate. However, there was a saturation point with eight cores for all programming models for471

the matrix addition, matrix-vector product, Gaussian elimination, and Jacobi operations, after which the execution472

time was stable. This occurred because the amount of parallelised work for the matrix addition and matrix-vector473

operations was small with a large number of cores because these operations are medium-scale. Furthermore, the con-474

stant performance of the Gaussian elimination and Jacobi methods with a large number of cores (i.e., more than eight)475

was observed because Gaussian elimination requires more synchronisation with a large number of cores and because476
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Figure 1: Execution times (in secs) of the scientific computing kernels as a function of the numbers of cores for a fixed problem size of 7168
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Figure 1: (continued) Execution times (in secs) of the scientific computing kernels as a function of the numbers of cores for a fixed problem size of

7168
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Figure 2: Execution times (in secs) of the scientific computing kernels as a function of the problem size for 16 cores
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Figure 2: (continued) Execution times (in secs) of the scientific computing kernels as a function of the problem size for 16 cores
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the Jacobi method uses the matrix-vector operation as a medium-scale operation, as explained earlier. On the other477

hand, the execution time of the vector addition and dot product operations increased slightly as the number of cores478

increased. This happened because these operations require a small number of steps (n steps approximately) compared479

to the other six matrix operations, which require n2 or n3 steps.480

Based on the graphs in Figure 1, some specific remarks can be made about performance. For the vector addition481

operation, the SWARM implementation had the best performance in terms of execution time for any number of cores,482

whereas the FastFlow implementation had the slowest performance. The poor performance of FastFlow was due to483

its use of a built-in software accelerator (i.e., a collection of threads) to implement the vector addition method, which484

provided additional synchronisation mechanisms (i.e., locks and waits) to manage tasks internally. This overhead for485

internal synchronisation mechanisms was clearly evident for a large number of cores compared to the small amount of486

computation needed for the vector addition method. This overhead can be eliminated by an experienced programmer487

because the FastFlow programming model has a moderately steep learning curve, as will be discussed later. Moreover,488

the performance of the remaining models was closest to that of the Pthreads implementation.489

For the dot product operation, the performance of all parallel implementations was worse than the serial perfor-490

mance. The Cilk Plus model had the best performance among the poorly performing parallel implementations. The491

poorer performance of these models can be explained by their high overhead costs compared to the limited amount of492

parallelised work performed.493

For the matrix addition operation, the OpenMP and SWARM implementations had the best performance in terms494

of execution time for small and large numbers of cores respectively. On the other hand, the performance of the other495

programming models was similar for a large number of cores, with the exception of the SWARM model. However,496

the Pthread, TBB, and FastFlow models had the poorest performance for any number of cores due to the overhead of497

creating and terminating threads in the Pthread model, the automatic partitioning in the TBB model, and the additional498

internal synchronisation mechanisms discussed earlier.499

For the outer product operation, SWARM had the best performance in terms of execution time for any number of500

cores due to its low overhead. On the other hand, TBB and FastFlow had the worst performance for small and large501

numbers of cores respectively. The poor performance of the TBB model was due to additional implicit partitioning502

overhead, and the poor performance of FastFlow was due to synchronisation overhead, as discussed earlier. Note that503

the amount of synchronisation overhead was large with respect to the amount of parallelisable work available. For the504

remaining programming models, their performances were approximately the same for any number of cores.505

For the matrix-vector product, the OpenMP and SWARM implementations had the best performance in terms of506

execution time for small and large numbers of cores respectively. The SWARM implementation performed best, with507

a large improvement compared to the other models, for a large number of cores because the system runtime overhead508

was spread over multiple cores. The performance of the remaining models was identical.509

For the matrix transpose operation, Pthreads had satisfactory performance for any number of cores. The perfor-510

mance of the remaining implementations was closest to those of Pthreads and SWARM.511

For the matrix product operation, the OpenMP and FastFlow implementations had satisfactory execution time for512

any number of cores. However, a low rate of decrease was observed in the execution time of the FastFlow model. From513

these two performance observations, the following could be concluded: the synchronisation overhead for FastFlow514

with a small number of cores was negligible compared to the high amount of parallelised work for the matrix product,515

whereas the synchronisation overhead was clearly evident for a large number of cores compared to the small amount516

of parallelised work performed. Finally, the performance levels of the remaining implementations were identical for517

any number of cores.518

Finally, for the Gaussian elimination and Jacobi operations, the SWARM implementation had satisfactory perfor-519

mance for any number of cores. The performance values of the remaining implementations were identical for any520

number of cores.521

The ANOVA statistical test was used to verify the statistical significance of these results. Tables 1-9 in the ap-522

pendix show the ANOVA results for all matrix operations. As can be seen in the tables, the factors (programming523

model and number of cores) and their interaction (programming model × number of cores) were statistically signifi-524

cant (p-value < 0.05).525

Based on the graphs in Figure 2, it is apparent that the execution time of all programming models for all com-526

putational kernels increased with increasing matrix size, with the exception of the vector addition and dot product527

operations. More specifically, the execution times of the matrix addition, outer product, matrix product, matrix trans-528
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pose, Gaussian elimination, and Jacobi operations increased significantly, whereas that of the matrix-vector product529

increased only slightly.530

Based on the graphs in Figure 2, specific remarks about performance can be made. For the vector addition and531

dot product operations, the SWARM, OpenMP, and Cilk Plus implementations had good and constant performance532

for all problem sizes because they incurred low system overhead. On the other hand, Pthreads and FastFlow had poor533

performance because of the high amount of overhead compared to the amount of parallelisable work available, as534

discussed earlier.535

For the matrix addition, outer product, and matrix-vector product operations, the SWARM implementation had536

the best performance in terms of execution time for any problem size. On the other hand, the Pthreads and FastFlow537

implementations had the poorest performance because of their system overhead. Note that the performance values of538

the Pthreads and FastFlow implementations of the matrix addition operation were closer to each other than to those of539

the other implementations. Moreover, the performance of the remaining implementations for the other two operations540

was modest, and the execution times of these implementations were very close.541

For the matrix transpose operation, all implementations had good and identical performance for medium and large542

matrix sizes. The FastFlow implementation had the longest execution time, and the differences in execution times543

compared to the other implementations decreased as matrix size increased. This can be explained by noting that the544

synchronisation overhead for FastFlow becomes small when the matrix size is large.545

For the matrix product operation, the performance of all programming models was excellent, and they scaled iden-546

tically as a function of matrix size. For this kernel operation, the OpenMP and FastFlow implementations performed547

the best, with minimal differences from each other.548

Finally, for the Gaussian elimination and Jacobi operations, the SWARM implementation had satisfactory perfor-549

mance for any problem size. The execution times of the remaining implementations were similar. The performance550

of Gaussian elimination for all models improved as matrix size increased because of the limited synchronisation (i.e.,551

barrier) overhead when the matrix size was large.552

The ANOVA results for the execution times for all matrix operations as a function of problem size for 16 cores553

are listed in Tables 19-27 in the appendix. As can be seen in the tables, the factors (programming model and problem554

size) and their interaction (programming model × problem size) were statistically significant (p-value < 0.05).555

Figures 3 and 4 present the results from a preliminary scalability analysis for two selected matrix operations, the556

outer product and the matrix product. Figure 3 shows the speed-ups of these two matrix operations when the number557

of cores was increased for various problem sizes. Speed-up is defined as the serial reference runtime of the pure C558

sequential program when run on a single-core processor, divided by the time taken by the optimised multi-thread559

program on a multi-core processor. In this analysis, SWARM was used for the outer product and OpenMP for the560

matrix product because they performed well in the previous tests. These results show that a larger instance of the same561

problem yields higher speed-up and efficiency for the same number of cores, although efficiency continued to drop562

as the number of cores increased. Note that efficiency is a measure of the fraction of the time during which a core is563

usefully employed; it is defined as the ratio of speed-up to the number of cores [38].564

Figure 4 shows the scalability of two matrix operations (the outer and matrix products) for all programming565

models. Here the problem size was increased at the same rate as the number of cores, so that the number of basic566

operations required by each core for each problem remained approximately constant. These results show that the567

efficiency of the two matrix operations was approximately constant for all programming models. Furthermore, the568

SWARM and OpenMP models achieved higher efficiency (from 0.80 to 0.99) than the remaining models for the569

outer product operation, whereas the other models except for FastFlow had efficiencies ranging from 0.55 to 0.70.570

However, the efficiency for the outer product operation fluctuated for some programming models. More specifically,571

the overhead percentages for the SWARM, OpenMP, Cilk Plus, Pthread, TBB and FastFlow models ranged from 1%572

to 9%, 3% to 24%, 5% to 27%, 1% to 15%, 7% to 25%, and 3% to 40% respectively as the number of cores increased.573

On the other hand, the efficiency for the matrix product was sufficiently high (from 0.80 to 0.90) for all programming574

models. In addition, the overhead percentage was sufficiently small (i.e., 3% to 30% for a large number of cores)575

compared to the efficiency of the outer product operation. Finally, an ANOVA analysis showed that these results were576

statistically significant.577

Figure 5 presents the overall performance for all the reviewed programming tools as a function of number of cores578

and of matrix size. The average performance shown on the left of Figure 5 for each model and each number of cores579

is the median value for all computational kernels and matrix sizes. Similarly, the average performance shown on the580
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Figure 3: Speedups of two matrix operations versus the number of cores for different problem sizes using the SWARM model (left) and OpenMP

model (right)
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Figure 4: Efficiency of two matrix operations as a function of problem size and number of cores
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Figure 5: Overall performance as a function of the number of cores (left) and overall performance as a function of the problem size (right)

right of Figure 5 for each model and each matrix size is the median value for all computational kernels and numbers581

of cores.582

Based on these results, OpenMP had the best performance with a small number of cores, whereas SWARM had583

the best performance for a larger number of cores and for any matrix size. However, the performance difference584

between the OpenMP and SWARM models became small as matrix size increased, whereas the difference remained585

large as the number of cores increased. Moreover, the overall performance of the SWARM and OpenMP models was586

outstanding, with large differences from the other models for a large number of cores, as presented on the left-hand587

side of Figure 5. The overall performance gap between SWARM and OpenMP and the other models was constant for588

all matrix sizes. In both cases, the SWARM and OpenMP models had the best performance because they appeared as a589

”winner” in most linear algebra operations (except for matrix product) and because they provide an optimised runtime590

system, unlike the other models. The next best performing models in order were Cilk Plus, TBB, and FastFlow, with591

very small differences for any number of cores and any matrix size. Finally, in last place came the Pthreads model,592

which had the poorest performance in most cases.593

5.2. Qualitative comparison594

Research has been carried out into the programming effort required for parallel programming [13, 42, 48, 61, 67].595

Programming effort has been evaluated using basic metrics such as the time taken to write a program, the development596

time, or the number of lines of source code. However, it is not easy to determine the development time for coding a597

program, and the number of lines of code has been recognised as an inadequate measure [42, 64]. For this reason, these598

metrics (lines of code and development time) were combined here with a series of software engineering parameters599

such as library popularity, level of abstraction, programming style, support for online help and documentation, and600

learning curve to assess the intensity of programming effort required for the multi-core programming frameworks601

[30, 67]. Recent work [64] has identified more useful metrics for evaluating programming effort, but they require602

powerful and reliable tools for data gathering and analysis.603

The number of additional or modified lines of code needed to parallelise the problem or function was counted604

in each case, excluding variable declarations. The development time included the time in days for parallelising and605

coding the problem in each multi-core programming framework by a user with moderate programming experience.606

Because it is difficult and time-consuming to measure development time, an empirical and qualitative rating scale was607

used, where the notation + + + means the shortest time, whereas the notation − − − denotes the longest time [13].608

Table 4 gives the number of additional or modified lines of code and the qualitative rating of development time for the609

nine computational kernels required by each framework.610

Based on this table, the following remarks can be made: the OpenMP, SWARM, Cilk Plus, and TBB implemen-611

tations required the same number of additional lines to parallelise a serial function. In the OpenMP and Cilk Plus612
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Computational kernel
Pthreads OpenMP Cilk Plus TBB SWARM FastFlow

LOC Time LOC Time LOC Time LOC Time LOC Time LOC Time

Vector Addition 17 - 1 +++ 2 +++ 3 +++ 1 +++ 15 -

Dot Product 19 - - 2 +++ 3 +++ 4 ++ 2 + 17 - -

Matrix Addition 18 - 1 +++ 2 +++ 3 +++ 1 +++ 15 -

Outer Product 17 - 1 +++ 2 +++ 3 +++ 1 +++ 15 -

Matrix-Vector Product 18 - 1 +++ 2 +++ 3 +++ 1 +++ 16 -

Matrix Transpose 17 - - 1 +++ 2 +++ 3 +++ 1 +++ 15 - - -

Matrix Product 18 - - - 1 +++ 2 +++ 3 ++ 1 +++ 16 - - -

Gaussian Elimination 21 - - - 3 + 4 + 4 + 2 + 23 - - -

Jacobi Method 19 - - - 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 12 - - -

Table 4: Additional lines of code and development time in the multi-core programming models [Note: LOC means the number of lines of code and

time means the development time]

implementations, a programmer can easily insert compiler directives (i.e., pragmas) or keywords into sequential code613

to tell the compiler which parts of the code should be executed in parallel. These models have the advantage that the614

only additions necessary to the sequential code are pragmas or keywords. In the SWARM implementation, a program-615

mer uses constructs for parallelisation, e.g., to parallelise a for loop, the par do construct should be used at the start616

of the loop; the par do construct implicitly partitions the loop among the cores without the need for coordinating617

overheads such as synchronisation between cores. Furthermore, the SWARM framework provides the programmer618

with library functions and with calls to synchronisation and reduction operations. The syntax of these functions is619

easy to use because only a few arguments are required. In the TBB programming model, the programmer also uses620

template functions to parallelise a for loop and to perform reduction using the lambda function feature. Note that621

the lambda function is used for anonymous function definitions, meaning that a for loop could be passed to TBB’s622

parallel for function in-place, i.e., without defining a function object [44, 50]. This new feature is important be-623

cause it helps reduce the programming effort related to function objects, for which many lines of code are required.624

Finally, as observed in the previous section, the OpenMP, SWARM, Cilk Plus, and TBB frameworks express data625

parallelism and reduction easily and directly because these frameworks provide ready-to-use parallel constructs or626

functions that do not require additional lines of code. This observation is supported by the fact that the number of ad-627

ditional lines of code required for these four programming models was smaller than for the others and the development628

time was sufficiently small. Finally, the code structure for the OpenMP, SWARM, Cilk Plus, and TBB frameworks629

was simple and easy to understand, and no complex programming effort was required.630

The Pthreads implementations required more additional lines of code than their sequential counterparts, and the631

programming effort was complex. The Pthreads programming model provides a programmer with low-level library632

routines, and unlike the other frameworks, algorithm parallelisation is not automatic, meaning that the programmer633

is explicitly responsible for writing code for parallelisation, data distribution to each thread, and thread synchronisa-634

tion. In other words, a manual code transformation is required to achieve parallelism. To parallelise a for loop, the635

programmer must create, join, and synchronise threads explicitly. Furthermore, the programmer must reorganise the636

code from the serial function into a thread function, and thread inputs must be grouped into a single data structure.637

Moreover, the code for the thread function must be modified so that each thread works on its own local data block.638

The result of all this is that Pthreads has the longest coding and development time of all the algorithms.639

Finally, the FastFlow algorithm implementations required many additional lines of code, although C++ templates640

were provided. The code for the FastFlow programming model is easier to understand than the others, but because641

each algorithm was implemented as an object class, additional statements were required as well as the core code of the642

algorithm. In other words, this model required restructuring of the sequential code to make it more object-oriented.643

Therefore, this programming model requires significant programming effort and development time.644

The programming effort or the development time required by each programming framework depends on the num-645

ber of additional lines of code. In other words, the more additional lines of code required to parallelise a function, the646

longer the development time, and vice versa. Furthermore, there is a relationship between the support for parallel pat-647

terns provided by each framework and the expertise level of the programmer. In other words, the programming models648

that directly support parallel patterns through ready-to-use parallel constructs require little programming experience649
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Characteristic - Model Pthreads OpenMP Cilk Plus TBB SWARM FastFlow

Library popularity High High Medium Medium Low Low

Level of abstraction Low High High High High High

Programming style C C C++ C++ C C++

Help and documentation Very good Very good Very good Very Good Good Good

Learning curve High Low Low Medium Low Medium

Table 5: The characteristics of the multi-core programming models

from the user, whereas when parallel patterns are not supported directly by a model and they must be implemented650

with other features, advanced programming experience is required, as for the Pthreads and FastFlow models.651

Regarding the other software engineering parameters, the Pthreads and OpenMP programming models are the652

most popular with programmers because they were developed earlier and have been used extensively by parallel653

computing researchers. The remaining programming models have medium or low popularity because they were de-654

veloped when multi-core processors were introduced. The Pthreads framework has a low level of abstraction because655

the programmer is responsible for writing code for managing thread parallelism and synchronisation, whereas the656

other frameworks provide a high level of abstraction that can implement the same kind of thread parallelism using657

ready-to-use parallel constructs. These frameworks, except for Pthreads, provide an abstract programming model658

which enables the programmer to hide the details of thread programming, meaning that threads do not have to be659

managed directly as in Pthreads. Furthermore, high-level frameworks such as OpenMP, Cilk Plus, TBB, and SWARM660

provide similar parallel programming constructs to express the map and reduction patterns. As for programming style,661

parallel code in TBB, Cilk Plus, and FastFlow uses the C++ object-oriented style instead of the C procedural style662

used in the remaining frameworks. The code in TBB, Cilk Plus, and FastFlow is written in C++ and uses object-663

oriented principles and template functions. This has resulted in the initial sequential C code becoming a mixture of664

C and C++ code. Moreover, Pthreads, OpenMP, and Intel’s two frameworks (Cilk Plus and TBB) support online665

documentation, manuals, books, and slides and provide many code examples. In particular, there are many very good666

teaching tutorials for the Pthreads and OpenMP frameworks. On the other hand, few manuals and code examples667

exist for the SWARM and FastFlow frameworks. Finally, the learning curve for the Pthreads framework is long for668

novice programmers because it requires low-level programming and because understanding the complex features and669

function syntax takes a long time, whereas frameworks such as OpenMP, Cilk Plus, TBB, and SWARM have short670

learning curves because programmers simply insert compiler directives or use available parallelisation constructs in671

the sequential code, meaning that these frameworks require the least amount of time (a few days) to learn the basic672

features of the model. The FastFlow framework has a moderately steep learning curve because programmers must673

study much terminology to understand the functionality of the object-oriented design. All these characteristics of the674

multi-core programming models are summarised in Table 5.675

6. Conclusions676

In this research, a set of linear algebra methods commonly used in the field of scientific computing has been par-677

allelised using six multi-core programming models. Moreover, an extended quantitative and qualitative comparison678

of these programming models has been performed to answer the question: which is the appropriate programming679

model for implementing a scientific computing kernel on a multi-core system to achieve a balance between high pro-680

grammer productivity and high performance? Based on this exploratory study, the following general conclusions can681

be drawn. First, some programming models have a single-core overhead (i.e., Pthreads, Cilk Plus, TBB, and Fast-682

Flow) compared to a sequential C program. However, this overhead has little effect on performance as the matrix size683

grows. Second, a significant reduction in execution time occurs as the number of cores increases when the amount of684

parallelisable work is high, such as for matrix addition, outer product, matrix-vector product, matrix product, matrix685

transpose, Gaussian elimination, and Jacobi operations. On the other hand, the performance of vector addition and686

dot product operations was poor because only a small amount of the work was parallelisable. Third, computationally687

intensive kernels, except for vector addition and dot product, had excellent scalability as a function of matrix size.688

Fourth, the best overall performance as a function of number of cores and of matrix size was shown by the SWARM689
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and OpenMP frameworks, followed by the Cilk Plus, TBB, and FastFlow models. Fifth, most high-level program-690

ming models such as OpenMP, Cilk Plus, TBB, and SWARM support parallel patterns through ready-to-use parallel691

constructs and require only a small number of additional or modified lines of code to be added to sequential code692

with minimal programming effort and a short learning curve. On the other hand, the Pthreads and FastFlow models693

do not support parallel patterns directly and require restructuring sequential code into parallel code with intensive694

programming effort. Finally, as a general conclusion, the OpenMP and SWARM programming models are suitable695

for parallelising computationally intensive methods and matrix operations of moderate size on multi-core platforms.696

They require little programming effort and give satisfactory performance as a function of number of cores and of ma-697

trix size. Furthermore, the FastFlow model can be used to implement large matrix operations such as matrix product698

with good performance, but this requires more programming effort. A programmer interested in implementing paral-699

lel methods with little programming effort for medium performance could use the Cilk Plus and TBB programming700

models.701

Finally, a number of directions for future research have been identified. First, the quantitative and qualitative702

comparisons of programming models could be extended to other scientific computing algorithms such as matrix703

factorisation and similar applications from computational statistics and data analysis. Second, the present quantitative704

and qualitative evaluation could be extended to include advanced algorithmic techniques used for matrix operations705

such as the tiling technique, the divide and conquer strategy, and cache-oblivious algorithms. When implementing706

these algorithmic techniques, the performance of the parallel programming models could be compared with that of the707

Intel MKL BLAS library. Third, the performance comparison of programming models could be extended to sparse708

matrix computations with real-world sparse matrices from the Matrix Market repository [8]. Fourth, the scalability709

analysis, where the problem size and the number of cores were increased concurrently, could be extended to other710

matrix operations except for the outer and matrix products. Finally, a quantitative and rigorous analysis could be711

performed by gathering data on the development time of matrix operations for the various parallel programming712

models.713
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